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Working with the BBC, Neil MacGregor, the Director of the British Museum, has launched a downright smart project. A History of the World in 100 Objects uses important pieces from the museum's collections to recount the long history of humanity. Throughout the year, the serialized radio program will air 100 episodes, each averaging 15 minutes, and they will cover two million years of human innovation and artistic creation. Below, I've included a recent episode that revisits the Olduval hand axe, a tool invented some 1.2 million years ago that proved vital to human evolution and our mi
BOOK OF THE DAY: The French Lieutenant’s Woman by John Fowles

Sarah is one of the most remarkable female characters of modern literature. She’s a mixture of Jane Eyre, Hester Prynne, and Ophelia, a. Whether you're a bigger fan of Mr. Darcy or Jay Gatsby, all of these iconic male lovers in literature will make you swoon.